PLUG-IN TO POSITIVITY
Remote learning is an opportunity for you to grow and explore new ways to learn. Follow the path below to bring your best self to your remote environment.

1. ALLOT A SPOT
Remember to check that there is nothing in the background of your video that you don’t want to share. You are in control of your learning environment, so think about what you need for success.

2. PROTECT YOUR PASSWORDS
Your passwords protect your online identity, so it's important to protect them, too. Only share passwords with trusted adults and teachers.

3. RESPECT THE TECH
Your Chromebook is your school’s property and your ticket to online classes. Handle it as if it were your own, and hold it with two hands to avoid slips and falls.

4. SHOW UP FOR SUCCESS
Consider the classroom climate you want to see everyday and bring that attitude to each of your classes. Your attitude plays a large part in creating a positive classroom experience.

5. ARRANGE YOUR AUDIO
Having music, notification, and games, playing in the background can slow down your computer and make it harder to focus. Wearing headphones is a way to minimize outside noise and hear your teacher clearly.

6. CLEAN YOUR SCREEN
You may have a lot of tabs open at once during online learning. Check often to see if you still need certain tabs, and when it’s time to share your screen, use your settings to make sure you only share exactly what you need for class.

7. PAUSE BEFORE POSTING
The things you post online, whether it’s an email to a teacher or a comment during a video chat, will last forever and could impact the way others see you. Pause before hitting send to make sure it’s what you want to say.

8. RALLY YOUR RESOURCES
Asking for help is more than ok. Feedback and communication are critical to your education, especially during remote learning. Reach out to your teacher or other adults and mentors if you have a question or concern.

MY REMOTE RESOURCES

The devices I use to learn:

People I can talk to if I have a question or concern during or about my remote learning:

My teacher(s) contact information:

Who I will talk to if something inappropriate or uncomfortable happens when I am online:

Where I plan to do my remote learning: